MEET CARLA BLOWEY

SHIFTS HAPPEN Monthly Online Meeting
hosted by Sara Ruble & Diane Romagnoli

JOIN US IN SHARING SHIFTS TO GROWTH & HEALING

DREAMS: A BLESSING IN DISGUISE©—An Evening with Carla Blowey
Thurs June 18: 8:00 EDT, 6:00 CST, 5:00 MOUNTAIN 4:00 PST
Carla Blowey, in 1991 at the age of 33 entered the most painful and
challenging time of her life when the death of her five-year-old son Kevin, and
the nightmare that predicted it, forced her to re-examine her perceptions about
death, grief and the afterlife. Dreaming Kevin became a valuable tool for
reclaiming her life. Using her dream journal with much discernment and
prayer, she uncovered the personal symbols, metaphors and archetypes that led
to forgiveness, healing, spiritual growth, and new life.
Carla recognizes the power in sharing our dreams and grief experiences. Our
conversation with Carla will help us to see beyond the illusions of death,
bringing our dreams, our deceased loved ones and ultimately ourselves, into
the Light. This evening’s program is Part 1 of a 2-Part series adapted for our
virtual community based on Dreams: A Blessing Disguise©,.
Carla is a Certified Dream Work Facilitator through the Marin Institute for
Projective Dream Work. As an MIPD certified dream work facilitator, Carla
believes that "all dreams come to us in service of health and wholeness and
only the dreamer knows for certain what his/her dream means" (Jeremy Taylor).
She will share an invitation for a shift in perspective, leaving the analysis and
interpretation to the dreamer. Weaving the values of spirituality with personal
loss and transition for psychological and spiritual growth, Carla invites the
dream images to speak their truth, thus creating a space for grace to
nourish...and Love to flourish.
Carla lives and dreams in beautiful southwestern Colorado. Kevin continues to
be her spiritual coach, inspiring and guiding Carla on this incredible journey.
For more information about her book, speaking, dream and bereavement
workshops, active dream groups and editorial services, visit
www.dreamingkevin.com.
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